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Answer: B

QUESTION: 91
An organization has deployed Virtual Vault to allow end users to access their archive from
Outlook without using shortcuts. After items are archived, one user reports that recently
archived items are missing from Virtual Vault. What is a likely cause of this issue?

A. The cache location on the Enterprise Vault server is full.
B. The user has disabled Exchange cached mode in Outlook.
C. Content Cache synchronization needs to complete.
D. Metadata Cache synchronization needs to complete.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 92
Users are unable to access archived email. After checking the Symantec Enterprise Vault 9
for Exchange (EV 9) server, the administrator notices that all EV 9 services are stopped.
Which two can cause the EV 9 services to stop? (Select two.)

A. The license has expired.
B. Too many errors are encountered in a short period of time.
C. There is insufficient free space on the system disk.
D. The Enterprise Vault log is full.
E. An incompatible version of Outlook is installed.

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 93
A customer is installing Symantec Enterprise Vault 9 for Exchange (EV 9) in an
environment with a Windows 2008 Domain Controller. What must the customer do?

A. create a new registry key to remove NSPI connection limits so that EV 9 archiving
tasks do not fail
B. upgrade their Internet Information Services (IIS) to version 7.0 so that delegate access
to features can be 10controlled
C. downgrade their Internet Protocol version to 4 (IPv4) so that Outlook Web Access can
run more efficiently
D. set the registry key called 'EVEventlogFull' to 0 to remove log limits
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 94
Refer to the exhibit.

A customer environment consists of three geographically dispersed sites. In each site a
local Exchange Server is deployed. Bandwidth is more than adequate between the London
headquarters and the second site in Helsinki, but between the London headquarters and the
third site in Dublin, bandwidth is constrained. The amount of data to be archived in the
second site is minimal, but the third site has several terabytes of PST files. Which
Symantec Enterprise Vault 9 for Exchange architecture should be proposed?

A. centralized
B. decentralized
C. federated
D. hybrid

Answer: D

QUESTION: 95
According to Symantec best practices, what is the first step the administrator should take
when attempting to fix a failed or offline index volume?

A. Update an Index
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B. Repair an Index
C. Rebuild Index
D. Reconcile Index

Answer: A

QUESTION: 96
According to Enterprise Vault indexing best practices, one of two configuration steps
should be performed when index volumes are stored on a Network Attached Storage
(NAS) device or on a remote windows share. What are the two configuration steps?
(Select two.)

A. disable Opportunistic locks from being granted through the remote server's registry or
on the NAS device
B. disable Opportunistic locks from being requested through the vault server's registry
C. disable Opportunistic locks on the vault server through adsiedit.exe
D. enable Opportunistic locks to be requested through the remote server's registry
E. enable Opportunistic locks to be granted through the vault server's registry

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 97
An organization requires that Exchange email be archived. They need to provide users
with the ability to search archived mail content and attachments while using the least
amount of space. How is this accomplished?

A. Indexing level must be set to Medium.
B. A Vault Store must be configured with Medium indexing.
C. A Vault Store must be configured with Full indexing.
D. Indexing level must be set to Brief.

Answer: A
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